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The following is an interview with Dr . E.E. Nelson. He is being interviewed 
by Monroe Fordham. 
INTERVIEWER : Dr . Nelson, I'd like you to talk about where you were born, and 
as much as you can recall about your early childhood, and that sort of thing . 
DR . NELSON: I can ' t tell you too much about it. But I was born way back in 
Louisiana on a plantation known as Missionary place . It was a big plantation 
ground, hundreds of acres , that white people had people come in who were colored 
people and work for them . At the age of about four or five , 
INTERVIEWER: What year was it that you were born? Do you recall? 
DR . NELSON: It was 1884 . After a few years, maybe three or four years my 
mother migrated south to another big strip of land on the Red River known as 
the Thompson place I guess . That was about one hundred miles from Leafport, 
Louisiana . I lived there until my mother got ill and I think I was about 11, 
no about 10 years old when she had to go back up the river and into the country 
in Texas . Our people lived in a little town known as Atlanta . I think I still 
see that some time now in reading about the place. Atlanta, Texas . And that ' s 
where my mother died . I then went with my, her sister, my aunt out in the 
country in Texas. And I lived there for several years, several years . In those 
days you di~n ' t stay in one place for very long . You ' d farm for somebody, work 
on somebody s farm for this year and perhaps the next year , and the next three 
or four years you ' d move someplace else . 
I TERVIEWER : Why was that? Why did people move around? 
DR. NELSON : They didn ' t have any land, own anything and they work.e:l on what was 
known then as share , share employees . The man would offer you so much of what 
you ·could produce . I think it was maybe three and four or one and, I don ' t 
recall that, but you got so much of whatever you could produce . And you ' d have 
land and sometimes the operating tools and so forth. And when the fall came 
you'd haul in what you had grown and he ' d give you so much of it . I think it 
was three and four . That was until I was about 12 or 13 years old . And that 
ime we had moved about in the country and we came near a town known as Blueberg. 
I think it ' s in Arkansas or in Texas maybe , down in there. And we. drifted off 
into the city . That was from the country we went into the city then . That was 
Atlanta, Texas and that ' s where I started my real schooling and learning how to 
work . 
INTERVIEWER : One thing I might ask you and I ' ll remind you where you were . Did 
you remember , had you heard much about Booker T. Washington a t that time . 
DR. NELSON: Booker T. Washington came into my life during the time, just about 
that time that I moved in from the country to the city . Booker T. Washington 
came into the picture and we all were admiring him and of course a little later 
Duboise came along and you know how youngsters are, they're eager whatever they 
go into and I followed their lives, they were, the white people had kind of put 
them up against one another, showing how Booker T. Washington was getting some-
where and Duboise wasn ' t doing so much. I followed those two men quite a while 
and they were quite an inspiration to me. 
INTERVIEWER : Was one of them more of an inspiration than the other . 
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DR . NELSON : Yes, I think I was a Duboise man . Not much, just that he was 
interesting, but I think I was a Duboise man . Then I can ' t think of this 
fellow in Boston. He came in there about that time. Trotter. And I ' d follow 
him along while I was in public school and they had that big mix up in Boston 
in which Trotter threw the pepper or something and Booker T. Washington couldn't 
finish his speech or something . A few years after that, well I don't recall the 
years, but during that time I finished school. I just ran through school when 
I went in there . I think I went in from 3rd grade and went through I think in 4 
years I finished what they called high school there. That was about the 8th 
grade . But at least at that I had decided I was practically on my own , I had 
my aunt , my people who took me when my mother died . They were scuffing along, 
but I was practically on my own . She had two boys and she had me and that ' s 
three children she had . So somehow I just went on to school and her two boys 
didn ' t go . I don't even recall that she discouraged me or anything . But she 
didn ' t necessarily encourage them . Then I got my idea about getting educated 
and going someplace and doing something . 
INTERVIEWER : Did what you read about Washington and Duboise and all of them, 
did that influence your desire to go to school? 
DR . NELSON : I ' ll say it did. I admired both of them greatly . And my people, 
after I bad left home, I lived with white people . I ' d go to school and then 
somewhere they ' d let me work around in _ ______ places and make a little 
money . But they had a place where I ' d stay and two or three years while I 
was still in public school I left home and went to live with some white people . 
They tried their best to get me to go to Booker T. Washington school. They 
offered to pay my way and everything if I ' d go to Booker T. Washington school . 
I didn ' t. 
INTERIVEWER: Why didn ' t you want to go there? 
DR . NELSON : I don ' t know why except I looked on the wall of the school house 
where I was being taught and saw a picture of these buildings , 
Wilberforce , and Mahara . I said I ' d like to go to that school to myself. And 
that's where I went . 
INTERVIEWER: On the basis of how the schools looked in the pictures you 
decided on Wilberforce. 
DR . NELSON : That ' s right. They t r ied to get me . They knew you know, I didn ' t 
know one school from another , but that picture impressed me . I was impressed 
with the picture . But I didn't go and they didn ' t give me anything very much , 
they give me a home and I ' d stay there on their place and I ' d work for them and 
in the summer I went on to work out to make what little money I could . So that 
went on and I guess in 1900 I finished in 1898 . Then I started wishing I could 
go to one of these schools up north and I called it. 
INTERVIEWER: Had you then decided you wanted to be a medical doctor? 
DR. NELSON : No . As a matter of fact that was perhaps no decision until I 
finished college . I don't know, but I think by the time I finished Wilberforce 
University I decided that I wanted to be a doctor . I was suppose to be a minister . 
Back in those days most of the men took ministry. But I didn ' t, I don't know why . 
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DR. NELSON (Cont'd): But I went there and I got there with $9.00 in my pocket. 
I TERVIEWER: How did you get 
DR. NELSO : In the firs t place I knew a boy. 
INTERVIEWER: You're talking about Wilberforce? 
DR . NELSON : No, I'm not speaking about Wilberforce now. I ' m speaking about 
where I lived, Atlanta, Texas. That was Texicana, Texas. I lived in both of 
them, but I lived in Atlanta first, that's my country town . It may be a big 
town now . I had a friend and he knew the railroad conductors and porters then 
and he decided that he could help my tour if I wanted to go to school up north . 
He decided that perhaps he could help me get there by seeing the conductor and 
the porter . And he did. And I think for maybe five or ten dollars I went as 
far as St . Louis and for another 4 or 5, 10 dollars I went on to ______ , 
Ohio which is Wilberforce. When I got there I had money in my pocket . $9.00. 
INTERVIEWER: 
went? 
Had you made any arrangements to enroll in the school before you 
DR . NELSON : No. I just showed up there and at that time the President of 
Wilberforce was named Jones . He was quite a funny man, but he was a wonderful 
man. He made a little speech about it because they wanted me to give him the 
$9 . Well I didn't know whether I was going to be able to stay there or not. 
I wasn't going to give them my money. So we had quite a little tangle about 
that . The Dean of the school of ministry, he give me a job cutting some of the 
wood. I could cut wood if I was in school . Stayed there 7 years. 
INTERVIEWER : You stayed at Wilberforce 7 years? Now what was it like at 
Wilberforce. Did they have any provisions for training people who hadn't had 
a high school background. 
DR . NELSON: That ' s the main choice when I went there. They had an academy and 
then they had the other courses . And most had a big school of academy students 
and that's where I went. 
INTERIVEWER: Do you remember any of the courses you took there? 
DR. NELSON : Well I think they put me in the sophomore year. There was three 
years of courses in the academy if you are going on to college. I think with 
my background I got into the sophomore year and I spent two years in the 
academy and then four years in the college. 
INTERVIEWER : What did you have in mind that you wanted to be during those years? 
DR. NELSON : I'm not so sure . I wanted to work and get an education and when 
I hadn't made up my mind what I wanted to be. I didn't go there with the 
ambitions that I'm going to be a doctor . Everything there in those days pushed 
you towards the ministry because that was a church institution. I didn't go 
that way and maybe a few months before I graduated I decided I 'd go through 
medical school. 
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INTERVIEWER: Did anybody at Wilberforce encourage you to do that or was there 
anybody trying to tell you that you should do something else? 
DR. ELSON: No I don't think anybody influenced me very much. I guess I was 
a little bit hard to influence and I didn't do too much talking. Who knew what 
I was going to do . In fact I ' m not sure I knew. I was just going along in the 
way of education what I thought was education . But I finally made up my mind . 
I think of a friend of mine , when he finished, he was going to Ann Arbor, 
Michigan school and we went along up there that summer and worked and then 
during the summer I decided I'd go to Ann Arbor medical school. And that's when 
the fun started. But I went and I wasn't really prepared, I don't think, to 
enter in a medical school there. But by him going there and start doing senior 
work he got a guidepost for me. They thought well these fellows came here, this 
man is going to have a senior year and this other man wants to start freshman 
medical so it made it easy. 
INTERVIEWER : What was he in. What area was he in. Do you remember. 
DR . NELSON: He taught when he left and went down south and headed school. He 
was a school teacher. And he died a professor in school down there. 
INTERVIEWER: You mentioned about you were going to go into freshman year there. 
DR. NELSON: And I couldn't tell you today what I had decided . Maybe I forgot 
it . But I just went on to medical school. I've done that all my life. I've 
been like that. Nobody ever told me to go to school. Nobody every fought with 
me too much not to go. More people told me not to go than they did telling me 
to go. So that was it. I went there and made two years and they tapped me ; 
you can't go any further. They called me a hard struggling person, working 
and playing, studying. So they just simply get me full of. I had a few little 
places that you guys work on. In those big school, I guess you know, you get 
conditioned . Well they don't want to hold you up unless it's bad . Then they'll 
make you take it over . But sometime during the next year you're going to have 
to get that out. And that's the way I had it . The first year I had maybe one 
or two conditions and I went on the second year and I worked them off, but in 
the second year I had more conditions and I had big conditions of what had been 
a problem in that school . I went there and came up against a fellow named 
You never been to Arkansas have you? 
INTERVIEWER : Yes, I've been there. 
DR. NELSON: Well Patterson came from Pine Bluff, Arkansas and he'd been there 
and he'd got conditioned and couldn't get out and he couldn't go ahead. They 
had taken back studies and held him back. He was making conditions, but if he 
made his conditions he would get through the same year that I would get through 
if I had done the work . So I never had that problem. Of course he met their 
conditions of missing a year; he couldn ' t get out the year he should have gotten 
out. So I fell in that same rut. That had me conditioned and I couldn't get 
out. Well for several reasons they would just as soon have me go to another 
school. And they tried to get me to go . And it was the same old story. I 
just didn't feel like going where they wanted me to go. So I went from there 
to. When I saw that they weren't going to let me go through junior year, I 
then decided that I would go to another school. That 's when I packed up and 
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DR. NELSON (Cont'd): started searching for other schools . We went to Chicago. 
We went to all those big schools there. You know, big brains, big ideas. I 
went to Northwestern, the University of Chicago, I went to the University of 
Illinois. They gave us the laughs and told me you're traveling from Michigan, 
they had me all smoothed out, with all my courses finished and they ' ve got 
nothing aga·nst you in Michigan so you must have had some trouble there and we 
don't want any trouble like that and we couldn't let you go into senior class 
and you have nothing here for us to hold you back that was Northwestern doing 
most of the talking . Then I went back to Ann Arbor and tried to square it up 
there and offered to them to drop that year and make it up . They still didn't 
encourage me because Patterson and I started in on him a while ago . He was due 
to graduate and that would have been two nigros graduated from the medical 
school up to that time in the same year . So I felt that perhaps that was it . 
I still feel that perhaps that was it because I was in such bad shape , but the 
point was I was working too hard and they told me I was working too hard to try 
to do those stiff courses, no money, just working most of the time , and wait 
tables in some of the fraternity houses, meats and eats , and I ' d make fires and 
things and they give me $1.75 a week or something. I ' d have two or three of 
those to keep up my expenses. So I didn ' t go to Michigan , I went to Michigan 
to finish two years, that is they gave me to complete and told me if I ' d go to 
certain schools, they named the schools, and this Dean ______ , I went to 
his house, he called me to his house . After I couldn ' t get into these other 
schools, I went back to Ann Arbor and I told him that I couldn ' t make it any-
place . And he told me where to go and seeing as he sent me, he knew the 
president there then, I wouldn ' t lose one hour . Well I was in a bad fix . I 
promi sed him I ' d go and start it and I rode about two or three hundred miles. 
INTERVIEWER : What was this, were you going to Howard? 
DR . NELSON: I guess . I went from Detroit as far as Colombus stepped off the 
tra:ip, so I could get my baggage and went back to Detroit . But he had told me 
that I wouldn ' t lose one hour . But I always felt that I wanted to go to another 
school . So I went back to Detroit and stayed that year and I wrote to all these 
schools , Buffalo was too small then for me to notice, I mean universities or 
medical schools . I wrote to Toronto and up in Canada and all the schools around 
I wrote to them . The only school that gave me any hope and rose my hopes and 
my savior as far as I could see was Boston University . They wrote me that from 
my credentials they could not enter me in any senior class, junior class t hey 
said, but if I wanted to come out there and take examinations they ' d give me 
anything I could make. I made enough to ___________ me. I went out 
there and took two years and made it all right , of course, and I spent two years 
there so I ' m a Boston University man . 
INTERVIEWER : And you graduated from Boston? What year did you leave there? 
DR . NELSON : 1918. 
INTERVIEWER: And then you came to Buffalo? 
DR . NELSON : That ' s right . I left Detroit and never seeing Buffalo, I hardly 
knew about it , but my trip from there to here . I took a train from here to 
Boston and that ' s how I happen to know about Buffalo . But I found out that 
Buffalo was a good town for struggling students . They came from all over here, 
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DR. NELSON (Cont'd) : It was quite a railroad center . Running to Canada 
and New York and Washington and all around so the place was flooded with students 
young men who had dropped out of school for various reasons, some going back and 
so forth . So when I finished my year at Boston , i nstead of going back to Detroit 
which I had no hopes for I came to Buffalo and right away I got a job running 
on the cars . Dining car waiter . 
INTERVIEWER : Did you ever communicate with anyone back in Ann Arbor after you 
graduated? 
DR. NELSO : No, but Vaughn was a good friend of mine , he was German . Good 
friend of mine and he liked this . He and I struggled along you know . Every-
body liked to see you struggling they don ' t like to see you fail and they 
always try to advise you what to do and that advice was usually good . But I 
just didn ' t take much advice . 
INTERVIEWER : And then you came to Buffalo and started your practice here . 
DR . NELSON: I came to Buffalo in 1918 right after I finished , and established 
my work here and I went to work running on the roads . And in 1920 I married . 
In Chicago I married this young lady here and came back to Buffalo and still 
stayed on the road. In 1922 I had a little run in wi t h the tewards . Stewards 
White . Have you ever been over there? 
INTERVJ~R : Yes , I ' ve worked as a waiter. 
DR . NELSON : Well you ' ve heard of White Steward haven ' t you? 
INTERVIEWER : Yes. 
DR. NELSON: Well then I don ' t have to tell you much about that . He put me 
off in New York, wouldn ' t let me work back. So I came back here . That's 1922 . 
I ' d just been married then . I came back to no job and everything and I met one 
of my old waiter friends right downtown and Oh what are you doing on the ground? 
So I told him what happened . And he said man come on and make yourself some 
money . So I said what is it? I ' m going to take this train, this train I just 
got off of here, it takes us out to east Buffalo . Ther e ' s a big shop strike 
over in New York Central and all the railroads are on the line . We're just 
making money hand over fist if you can go in there . So I never did encourage 
strike breaking myself , but this was a time when I encouraged it . So I went on 
down and I worked out there . Now it ' s been several years and I took the board 
1924 I believe and passed it in 1925 , left there and I tried to set up my 
practice but I couldn ' t do it there, it didn ' t work out there . So I quit and 
went to the post office , took an examination to work in the post office . I 
wrl<ed there in 1925 I think until 1930 . And then I didn ' t work anymore except 
in my business . 
INTERVIEWER : You bad your office then set up here? You maintained that 
position here? 
DR. NELSO : Right . 
INTERIVEWER : You mention earlier that you think Washington and Duboise had 
some influence on you . You mention the white people had or the newspapers had 
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INTERVIEWER (Cont'd): at that time had put them up one against the other. 
DR . NELSON: That's right. Certainly among the nigros. 
I TERVIEWER: Do you think, did most blacks see them as being in conflict, 
do you see them as being in conflict or do you think that that was just some-
thing that was done by the people who wrote about him . 
DR . NELSON : Why that was the white man ' s plan . He wanted the nigro to be a 
servant worker not an intellectual like you and a lot of you young men that ' s 
come al~ng now that was getting this kind of thing . Right now I'm surprised to 
see it here now . But it ' s here and it's going to stay and it's going to get 
worse until they send us back to Africa . As soon as we get good and organized 
we ' re going back to Africa and then I imagine the Jews and the Americans will 
want to take over Africa and we'll be the front line down there . They beat men 
I mean . That ' s where they ' re making such a big thing now . They're putting 
everything in your way now . Not everything, but . 
This interviaw is with Dr . Ezekial Nelson . The interviewer is 
Monroe Fordham . The date is - - - ------· 
INTERVIEWER : 
with Buffalo . 
t ell u about 
came here? 
We can start by di cussing your first contact 
When was it when you first came to Buffalo and 
some of the general conditions under which you 
INTERVIEWEE : My first contact wi t h Bu falo was in 1917 when 
I passed through Buffalo on my way to Boston Massachusetts 
when I returned to medical school at Boston University . 
L ':.'EVI R: Where were you coming from when you came to 
Buffalo? 
INTERVIEWEE : Detroit . 
INTERVIEWER : Wnat ~ad you been doin there? 
INTERVIEWEE : I had been a student in the University of Mich-
igan Medical Sc ool and I oul n ' t mak~ it . I was living 
in Detroit in 1916 . In 1916 , I didn ' t go to school . I 
missed out . I left there in 1917 . I found I could go in to 
Bos ton University so I journbyed from Detroit where I ha 
been working and came to Buffalo on my way to Boston . I 
entered the Boston University in 1917 re-entering in my 
pro essional work . 
INTERVIEWER : Was the University of Michigan the first col-
lege you attended? 
I]TERVIEWEE : No that was the first Medi al School e I am a 
graduate and have my Bachelor ' s Degree from Wilburforce Uni-
versity in Ohio . 
I~TERVIEWER : So you got your B.A. from Wilberforce t hen 
went to the University of Mi higan and then left there an 
went to Boston University in 1917 . 
INTERVIEWEE : And on my way to Boston University , I came 
through Buffalo . 
INTERVIEWER : How long did you stay in Bu alo when you were 
passing through? 
INTERVIEWEE : About _ __ a couple of days , not long . On 
my way to Boston. I took the boat from Detroit lande in 
B ffalo , m~ae arrangeme ts 
___ ______ Boston , Massachusetts . Ibston University . 
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I TERVIEWER : When you arrived in Buffalo had you made any 
pre - arrangements for a place to live? D~ you fin~ it diffi-
cult for a black man passing through Buffalo in 1917 to 
find a place to stay overnight . 
INTERVIEWEE : I didn ' t find it so diffi ult , At that time 
Bu falo di n ' t have many colored people but they did have 
boats . Back in those days it was in the career field for 
students to rush to Bu falo Detroit Cl velan and Deluth 
and along t he lake shore to get qui k work on the boats . 
You got a jo us11a ly waiting on table s or workin on the 
boats to get you some qui k money to get back to s hool . 
I didn ' t find it so hard but I wasn 1 t working , I was a pas -
senger . I paid my way from Buffalo . I think I only stayed 
overnight, a day or so , I don .1 t recall ~ow , but I was just 
on my way to Detroit and stopped . Buffalo was a termina-
tion of the lake . I had planned to con inue my lake work 
in the summer because at the end of I think 1917--1918 
I had finished . I had _ _ _____ put in two years in 
Boston University . 
INTERVIEWER : And you finished at Boston University? 
INTERVIEWEE : That ' s where I got my medical agree . 
INTERVIEWER : That was in 1919? 
INTElVIEWEE : 1918 . 
INTE1VIEWER : Then you went back and then you got married? 
INTERVIEWEE: No . I went there and t hat was in 1917 and in 
the sutnnEr--sprin 1918 I had finished my one year . You see 
I entered the junior ____ _ _ then finished that year and 
I came back to Buffalo because it was still the headquarters 
for qui k work . I had to get work as qui kly as possible . 
I came back and found work in Buffalo but I did no go on 
the boats as I had thought I woul . I found that Buffalo 
was quite a place for railroad trains . Back in those days 
fi ty years or so they had these big pullmen trains running 
to New York Chicago , and Detroi' --evaryplace . They were 
looking for schoolboys to take these summer jobs . Thess 
tourists people traveling through here overt e lakes and 
over t he railways--you could get quick jobs . So I came back 
and took ajob and worked he re U-ing the fall . 1917-- I went 
to school in Boston in 1917 . When school was out in the 
s pring I came righ t back here and got a job. 
IN'I'ERVIKtJER : Did you intend to go back to school the next 
year? 
INTE &IEWEE ~ I went back . I worked the season and got a job 
( 
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on the railway right away--a waiter . Back in those days 
they had these big dining cars running all over . I got a 
job waiting on table s nine to five . So I worked two- - three 
months . I returned to Bos ton University and fini hed in 1918 . 
I TERVIEWER : Now when you finished Boston Medi al School, 
whare did you go once you had your de re e? 
INTERVIEWEE: I came to Buffalo . 
IN ERVIEJWER: Di you immediate ly establis a practi e in 
Buffalo? 
INTERVI~E: I established a practi e I think about in 
1925 . 
INTERVIEWER : What happened in between those years? 
I.TERVIEWEE : I came to Buffalo and got back on my job 
railroad ing waiting on.dining cars running between here and 
New York am ocx:::asionally other pJaces as a waiter. It was 'nt arw troubJs getting 
a job. CoJored boys m school~ t these jo s on the boa ts as wai -
ters and dishwashers , cooks , and eve.rything else that they 
wanted . So I took that job 
INTERVISWER : But you had your degree in hand at that time . 
INTERVIEWEE : I finished in 1918 . 
IN~ERVIEWER : So for two years you worked on the railroad 
from 1919 to 1925 until the time you could establish your 
practice . You were working on the railroad with your medi-
cal degree in hand . 
INTERVIEWEE: I worked on the railroad and didn ' t start 
practicing until 1925. I ha to get money . 
INTERVIEWER: You had to get money to set up your practice? 
INTERVIEWEE : I had no money . 
INTE VIEWER: Did you appeal to anybody? Did they nee 
do tors bad back in those days? I ' m trying to figure out 
why there ~ouldn 1 t have been local support fr yo from 
the area since you had the skills . Why did you find it diffi-
cult to get started? 
JNTERVIEWEE : Well it was quite different than what it is 
today . In the first place 
_ __, ______ . Today o c ~urse its quite 
different . When I came to Buffalo they had one colored doc -
tor . He was a man who had never had any medical school 
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training ut he worked . Back in those days yo1 could work 
in certain places, I do ' t know where it ould be but you 
might work with a doctor for a year or two or three or mora 
then he would say , "go ahead out there and start practicing" 
and stop leaning on his arm . He was the only doctor I knew 
of when I came to Buffalo . You know when y') u'r e young you I re 
inquisitive . When I met this doctor I found he had never 
been to a medical school ut he was being allowed to prac-
tice in this state . I guess practically all over you 
coulj make some kind of arrangements an he was the only 
doc tor here at that par ti 1,1lar time . It was in 1918 they 
had a-~ -------- - couple of doctors who were fin -
ishin in school and variou~ places and came into here . 
One or them was a Bu:falo boy . Dr . Lewis . He died . The 
other one was Dr . Scru gs . He is here . 
INTERVIE'..vER : He 1 s still here? 
IN ERVI~WEE : He t s still here . He ' s retired but he ' s still 
in Buffalo . Well I think I beat the~ here i 1918 . They 
may have gotten here around that time. O course I bad 
nothing and I had to go back into the dining cars to try 
to get a hold of some money . They had some back in when they 
went and they bot established their pxactice . 
INTERVIEWER : They were both medical do tors too . 
INTERVIEWEE : They were both medical doctors . I guess 
Lewis perhaps the first Negro to finish in the University 
of Buffalo Medical School . Scruggs came here from Washin -
ton f om the colored school Howard I thirk . I 'm sure hl was a 
Howard Man . '.Ihat was about the time wnen young Negroes 
began to explode . Within a few years there 
were a couple of dentists and one or two o~~er doctors . 
Several doctors showed up around . 
INTERVIEWER : What did the bla k community do for med i cal 
help and assistance before the black doctors? 
INTERVI~REE : In tha first place , there wern ' t many colored 
people in Buffalo . They didn ' t have any t r ou le , I guess . 
When we started comin in here we di n 1 t have a lot of 
colored people in Buffalo to look for to help . I don 1 t 
su ~pose they had any trouble as far as I know . 
INTEiWIE vER : So the big movement for blacks to Buffalo 
didn ' t come un il the 1920 ' s or around then? 
INTERVI E : To l ocate here -- the headquarter like Detroit . 
colored people 
But a lot of students would come into Buffalo . But t hey 
didn ' t start t heir big racial colored people coming to 
Buffalo to live--followea the 1922 railroad strike . You 
( 
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may have read about the Great Strike on the railroad and 
they shut down all. these round hous0s an places . That was 
the first tlrne Negroes played an imnortant part in as far 
as I can recall breaking strikes . Strike breakers -- they 
just sent and got tj1em and brought them in here . 
INTERVIEWER : Where did they send for them? 
INTERVIEWEE : South it was just after t ~e World War and 
youngsters wo uld travel aboQt and they got thousands and 
thousands of them . They broke that railroad strike . 
Negroes --coming in in droves . 
INTERVIEWE : Wha t about that strike . How were the people 
coming in from the south to take jobs in that strike 
received by the black community? 
INTERVIEWEE : In the first pla e , there wasn ' t a black 
community . That was in 1922 and there wern •t any Negroes 
here . They were the Negroes coming in and they made up 
tne communities mostly-,-______ ___ • I went into 
that strike myself . I kind of backed into it accidently 
and workea in there for a couple of years or so . There was 
big money , comparatively speaking , big money back in those 
days . I worked out in a roun house out in East Buffalo 
from 1922 until 1925, I think it was . I went in as a 
striKebreaker but when the strike was over I was kept 
t . ere as a helper around . Negroes 
_ _ ___ and sent home they gradually in fact they never 
have been out , they ' ve been getting more into those places . 
INTERVIEWER : So after the strike was over the blacks didn ' t 
loose their jobs? 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes they lost their jobs but not wholly . 
Quite a few of them we r e kept depending on circumstances . 
You see I was a doctor and I was in the first aid depart-
ment . As long as the strike was active I was used . But 
I wasn ' t used as a doctor . They had what they called first 
aid men around there . They didn ' t even believe I ;as a doc -
tor until I had to prove it . They kept me all through the 
strike and after it was over they kept me on the side . 
I think I was slightly called a machinist ' s helper or 
something; just worked around there . Lots of them di1n ' t 
loose their jobs but the great bulk of them , we were all 
strike breakers o course _______ _ came back and got 
their jobs white men . 
IN TERVIEWER : Wh twas the relationship between t he whites 
and blacks once the whites came back on the job? 
INTERVIEWEE : Not bad not as bad as you yourself would 
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have thought . That strike lasted perhaps 18 mont~s or so . 
The whites were beaten down const erably and they didn ' t like 
it of course . We didn 't have too much trou le · not any 
kind of rioting or anything . We just had to be careful . 
I re ember one ni ht I had taken a notion that I wanted to 
slip out of there and go to town~ I had been married then , 
1922 23 24. I was going to slip in:o town and being 
young and not knowing the place I took the road and came 
out on Main St . Main St . woul be the avenue that runs 
around over there now And just as I came out w y 
the saloon . I didn ' t know ----·-----nothing about ___________ _ _ __ they had a 
drove of the • Well it was about October and the sage in 
those fiel s were that high . And he~e these people 
_ ____ after me . T ey came after me and I j umped into 
those sage bushes and after I was in that tall grass I 
didn ' t see how in the worl they were oing to catch me 
and kill me . 
INTERVIBWER : Tnat was after the strike was over or during 
the strike? 
INTERVIEWEE : That was during the strike a They hung around 
the exit and stopped it . It was S'erious -- a serious occa-
sion that I recall because everybody was protected . You 
didn ' t know who they were . If you did something foolish 
like that you got hung pretty good . I was lucky enough to 
get away . 
INnERVIEWE : You m ntioned that yo were going t o sneak 
to town . Does that mean t ha t the blac ~s t a were involved 
in the strike lived out there at t he plant where they 
worked? 
INTERVIEWEE : Some of them 
town . In 1922-
but they were scattered all over 
great number of 
people . That was right after World War I _ ________ _ 
~-----=:-_ sett1ad arourrlandlivedtrare . You 'd go oqt there am jDU st.ayed out there . Th: y_ had a train ; you could go out . in 
the morning and come back at night . They had a train wi h 
ua~ds on it to see that you wee safe . 
INTERVIEWER : I see . In other words what you were doin 
was going out without going on the train . 
INTERVIEWEE: That 's ri ht . 
INTERVIEWER : What was the general attitude of the whites 
towards lack community during the strike . You mentioned 
that after the strike it wasn 't so bad . 
INTERVIEWEE : Well during the strike it wasn 1 t so bad either 
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because blacks stayed where they were supposea to be and the 
whites couldn ' t get to them . Some of the people who stayed 
on the strike like the foreman didn 't go out with the great 
mass . So many of them didn 1 t go out . They had the trouble 
with those who stayed on ad they did have some tro le --
shooting up one another laying away and couldn ' t travel 
so forth but tnat was as bad as you could say . 
INTERVI~WER : What were you specific duties as a irst aid? 
INTERVIEWEE : That was tne funniest thing . They had a boy l6re 
from:----=--=---=--:--,- -• He was a dental stu ent . I wen 
out there ~ I did n 1 t say any thing I just went out arn took a job. He 
wa•· my rie nd who had trouble on the road and they pu c him 
off . I ha some trouble on the railroad . They just put you 
down if ou had any trouble on tno railroad . They put hi 
down and he went out there and had a jo and one ay I had 
trou~le and they put me down an I met him on the street an 
he said his name was Rlley "Hey" he sai 11 Nelson what are 
you doing"" I said "We 11 I ' m down tomorrow . " He said 
"Man come out here and make you some money . " Of course 
eing a worker I was a ainst 
strikes . I thought people shouldn ' t strike so I went ou 
there and got the job . But the funniest thing this boy 
the dentist didn ' t know nothing abou t medicine but he was 
in the first aid department. Well he went home and I has -
ssled the jo . They just couldn ' t believe it . T.hey made me 
ring in my credentials . So I brought in my credentials . 
INTERVIEWER : They couldn ' t believe that you wee a medial 
doc tor? 
INTERVIEWEE : That ' s right because I' ve never been assertive . 
I ' m kind or the retiring type of fellow . And t hey gave me 
t. e job . I stayed there until the strike was over and stayed 
there until maybe a year or so af t er that . In 1925 I got 
his jo in the First Aid . He was bluffing I knew all the 
time he was bluffing but I had to show something . 
INTERVIEWER: What did you generally do? Did you treat 
injuries of people on the r ailroad? 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes if they got hurt . I worked in the shop . 
INTERVIEWER : Did you treat whites and blacks? 
INTERVIEWEE: Yes 
that very little . 
much . 
I treated everybody . No trouble about 
You naturally ad some trou' le but not 
INTERVIEWER : Did they have any hospitals in Buffalo du ing 
tnose years? 
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INTERVIEWEE : Yes . They had the Emergency the Meyer Memor-
ial then on East Ferrry now discarded in that section . 
INTERVIEWER : Di they take lacks in the hospital? 
INTERV EWEE : Yes . 
INTERVD~WER : Did you have in mind all this time that your 
wok on the railroad was temporary? 
IN ERVIEWEE : 0~ yas . I had to get some money together . 
You couldn 1 t set up an offi,e wi thout any money . I had no 
money . 
INTERVIERER : 
1919 to 1925 
your own? 
So you saved up your money between the years 
and then , you began to practice medicine on 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes I worked and in 1920 I got married . 
That was when I came into this house in the fall and in the 
spring of 1920 I ot married . _ _ _______ ___ hopeful 
or getting into practice a little more but I got in . 
INTERVIEWER : Where was your first offi e? 
INTERVIEWEE : 420--let ' s see if I can recall . 420- - it was 
on t he odd side . 425 I guess . It was the second house on 
the right going east the second house on the comer of Adan Street . 'Jhere •s a 
ohurch there now and a house turned into a store . I think 
it got burned down not too lon ago . The next house was a 
big house on the co ner . It was 425 I believe . 
INTERVIEWER : Was it Adam Street ? 
INTERVI WEE : No William Street . I stayed there for some 
time and I went across the stree t and stayed some time and 
I moved from there to the corner of Willia and Jefferson 
sometimes and practiced there sometimes . I went from there 
across the street to where Super Dupe r Market is now . They 
had a big building there . I think I moved perhaps more 
than any doctor in Buffalo . Finally I settled across the 
street from where I first opened . I had a shop . I prac -
ticed in that neighborhood for about fifty years right 
around in three locks --different places . 
INTERVIEWER : How were you received in the community as a 
doctor since th re wern ' t very m· ny blacks . 
INTERVIEWEE : They came in they had several doc tors hera. I think 
Lewis first opened as soon as he was first out of school . 
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INTERVIEWER : He ' s dead now? 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes , Lewis died . His family was here and as 
soon as he came out of school he opened up in flying colors . 
Dr . Yerby Jones you heard of him he ' s an eye specialist , 
he came along perhaps , that same year . Lewis was the first 
Negro do tor . Then right along the same time Scrug s came 
here from down south . I was here before Scruggs was around 
trying to get some nickles together . So in 1925 I go 
myself together and opened up close to Adam Street ___ on 
William . Notto long after t hat I went into the Post 
Office and I worked there oh I think about five years 
t~en at that time I tried to get myself together enough to 
keep on going . 
INTERVIEWER : Just full-time as a doctor? 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes . 
INTERVIEWER : Did doctors make house calls in those days? 
INTERV 'WEE : Oh that ' s where your money was . If yo came 
y $3 . 00 you were making some money . Housecalls mad3 this 
kin of money for you if you made good . Sometimes they 
would say 11 Can ' t yo u came back in an hour or two hours or tanoITow? 11 
If I got an eme r gency house call that took presidence over 
everything . 
INTERVIEWER : So house calls took preciden e over everything? 
INTERVI~WEE : A house call- -that br ought $3 . 00 or $4 . 00 . It 
was nice you might get $5 . 00 . 
INTERVIEWER : How did you get around? 
INTERVIEWEE : It did ' nt take me too long . I di most o my 
going around even lately y walking . It di n ' t take me 
long to get to a place . It wasn ' t a great community . When 
you got to William Street you were almost out of boun:ls. Thera ~re a few 
peopJe out fur ther but there wasn ' t many. fus t]y rigl t aro und two or 
three or four blo ks . That was the style then . Nobody came 
to the office . They called the doctor in and he came in 
handy . Well that brought me about $J . OO or ,4 . 00 . 
INTERVIEWER : Did you have all black patients or did you 
have white and bla k patients? 
INTERVIEWEE : Now there your going into another thing . I 
don ' t know j st how to go about it ut here it was . I have 
been from the very eginning I had to have help from the 
City or County and in this way people were taken car8 of then 
just as they are now by a doctor . 
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And they were allowed if you met certain requirements to 
take these patients who got sick at their homes and espe -
cially those who were a le to come to your office 
'."-----,-~----------- - because you only had one or two 
hospitals_ ________ __________ So I had 
work on the welfare . 
INTERVIEWER : So they had some county welfare agency that 
took care of county patients and then you worked and 
they paid you to do it directly? 
INTERVIEWEE : That 1 s right same as now . 
INTERVIEWER : That means that you had otn white and lack 
patients . 
INTERVIEWEE : I've see the day that I 1 d be calling on you 
downstairs and the white welfare doctors from over on the 
West Side or from the hospital or wherever the whites 
were would be calling on the white people upstairs . Down 
there , in those days there was all these Jews and Italians 
in the neighborhood . No Negro business . They would rent you 
the downstairs and they were upstairs . And so~etimes ack 
in those days I ' d be calling on you downstairs and some white 
doctor be calling on X upstairs in the white family . That 
was very common . We never thoug t of anything about it . 
~NTERVIEWER : Was there at that time , any kind of formal 
organization among black doctors? Did the doctors here have 
any kind of ongoing com~unication with the black doctors? 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes , we were better then I think than we are 
now . I don't know much about them now . I just drifted com-
pletely out of line . But we did have an organization here 
ten . Well maybe a half of dozen or so colored doctors got 
organized . We had our little group . 
INTERVIEWER : Did yo meet Tegularly? 
INTERVIEWEE : We met . There was no hard and fast rule . We 
did have a sort o a rule and every so often we got toget er . 
INTERVIEWER : W'nat are some of the things that con erned the 
black doctors as a group? Wha are some of the things that 
you used to deal with in your meetings at that time? 
INTERVIEWEE : Well mostly medi~al problems and a kind of 
social get - together talk . 
INTERVIEWER : This was carried over an exte nded period of time? 
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INTERVIEWEE : Oh yes . As times grew better that kind of 
thing didn ' t get better . Everyone was getting a little et-
ter and better on their feet and they started sprouting out 
a little it . It was never a real tight organization ut it 
was the organization of the Negro doctors . 
INTERVIEWER : Were just doctors membe ~· s or were there other 
blacks? 
INTERVIEWEE : I think any kind of doctor could beam mber . 
It was a doctors organization ut I don ' t think that every-
ody in there were doctors . 
INTERVIEWER : In other words some bla ks that would have 
een school teachers might have been in there? 
INTERVIE'NEE : No , I don ' t think it we1t that far . They 
gathered closely around the profession of medicine . 
INTERVIEWER : Were bla ks active in the white medical organi -
zations? 
INTERVIEWEE : I believe I ' ll say Yes . I think Lewis -- the 
Buffalo boys -- I do 1 t think they we~e ac epted like t ey 
ar e today . They got preference in a way . As a matter of 
fact I got preference ut that was because they knew I was 
scuffling , I guess more than any ody else . I got little 
favors . 
INTERVIEWER : Were there any particular experiences that you 
had as a doctor that stan out in your mind when treating 
your patients or just any particular experiences that you 
recall that stan out in your mind, hat maybe you and your 
wife talk a out sometlwis as a doctor? 
IJ"rERVIEWl~ •,: I j t took them along as they came 
_ ______ of course , after I started in tnis organiza-
tion business there were some little cases that I don ' t 
recall now and they might come to my mind . I was no special-
ist , just an ordin ry physi ian that took the calls as they 
cam . If we couldn 1 t handle them we ' d send them to the 
hospital . I di n 1 t work in any hospital . I never had a job 
in the hosp · tal ... 
INTERVIEWER : Did they have black doctors in the hospital then? 
INTERVIEWEE : I don ' t want to say yes because I think they 
didn ' t. I don ' t even think Lewis ever went in. B-1 t Jones did go 
in after a scu fle and which I had a little mix- up t ere . He 
was a _Buffalo graduate so he had the powers special ministry 
especially of the church of which he was a menber and they 
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got him into ----=-------=-.,...,....-:---:-~and he as been 
there ever since . I unders a nd that he ' s retired now 
because he ' s a pret ty old man too . 
INTERVIEWER : So the e was an effort on the part of the 
bla k doctors to ry to get into the hospital? 
INTE 1VIEWEE: That I s right . 
INTERVIE:WER : That was one o t he things they were interested 
in? 
INTERVIE E: That 1 s right Scruggs went in as a school doc-
tor and there has been several evar s nee in that depart-
ment -- somebody . 
INTERVI R: That was primarily initiated y the efforts 
o you an of the other doctors here at that time that was 
to open up some hospital o pportunities for t ne black medical 
doctor ? 
IN'rERVIEWEE : Well 
doctors were in the 
that day ministers 
especially where us 
they 
I don ' t know if it was so much how e 
community e spe ia lly the min is ters . In 
had the big word with white people 
Negros were concerned . I don ' t think 
to themselves so circum-- - ----=----,--------~-stan es and so forth . 
.INTERVIEWER : Why do you think the ministers had so much 
power? 
INTERVIEWEE : You youngsters come along now and you slap the 
ministers all over the face and they say "thank you . " Back 
in those days , you got practically nowhere if the ministers 
witn white departure turned their ack on you . 
INTERVIERER : So black :ninisters then were powerful people 
in the bla k conmunity? 
INTERVIEWEE : They always have been . The doors just swung 
against them in the last fifteen or twenty years . They ' re 
the puppets now and you fellows are pulling the strings . 
INTERVIEWER : Well that brings up some interesting parts on 
political involvement . 
INTERVIEWEE : I'm not a politician . If I did I would have 
had a different jobo I am not one of the subj ects to identify 
w· th talk i ng about politics but I have been a ound here . 
I ' m slow but I ' m looking all the time . Ministers just 
lost their power and they lost that power through that 
power . When this man Dr . King came along before that 
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time ministers had that strong organization among Negroes . 
The hite peoole looked to them to keep the Negr oes in line 
like they wanted them and they proceeded mostly to do it. 
INTERVIEWER : Do you think blacK ministers then ~a power with 
whites because they thought the black ministers could keep the 
blacks in line 
INTERVIEWEE : Well yes because they depended upon the 
religious background an t ey always got along . Everybody 
gets along with religious people better than they do with 
people who are non-religious . 
INTERVIEWER : Do you think the lack ministers at t hat time 
were aware t' at they were being used like that? 
iNTERVIEWEE : I ' m not so su~e . I think some of them knew that 
they had power wi t h the whites . Personally I felt that the 
white man k ew what he was oing but I ' m not so sure that the 
Negro ministers knew . I think that they both meant well and 
they both accomplished about what they wanted to accomplish . 
L ':..SRVIEiv'ER : And what was that? 
IlTERVIEWEE : Well the whites kept to keep you in line . Its 
like these boys all over the world you might say now "t he 
heck with you now revere nd get out of my way I ' m going to 
do so and so . ' Bak in those days ministers ____ __ _ 
I think in the last two three years 
have tried to c_o_m_e_d_o_w_n thee and stop these rough goings . 
They couldn't get there ~ -,--~--=,--~=-~back out . 
Back in those days that was it and if you didn 't the white 
people would lay it on you and these ministers didn ' t come 
out fi hting for you like King did for the woman that rode 
the street car . 
INTERVIEWEn : Do you ~~jnk that it was good that the black 
ministe r s have lost some of that powe r in that respect? 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes I do . I ' m sorry to say t hat . They were 
always dictated that policy byte white powers and carried 
it out . The white powers wanted to what they call keep 
Negroes in a certain cate ory and ______ the whites in 
anot her way of life and economics and everything . 
INTERVIEWER : Do you think of what you just categorized as 
a black minister was largely true o Buffalo in the 1920 ' s 
and 1930 ' s? 
INTERVIEWEE : It was generally trueo I ' m not speaking of 
Buffa lo when you get on that . That ' s a general subject . 
Whenever thee was anything that started going wrong in the 
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comllunity or in the group where Negroes were involved they 
went right to the minister . Naturally being a minis er he 
wanted everything qu1et . He was blessed in a way compared to 
what he would te if he was like the ministers today . The 
ministers t at come along today say 11 the heck with it Mr . White -
man we want so and so . 11 Some of thE ministers are pa ting 
youngsters on the back now when you do these things we wo ·ld 
have thought then would have destroyed the wo r ld . This K.ing 
o course was a man who stood by that . 
INT RVIEWER : Back in the 192O 1 s and 193O 1 s as you recall 
in terms of political involvement what par ies id most 
blacks associate with . 
INTERVIEWEE : I doubt if I want to say anything about pa tl J 
ther ,3. Of cour se the tT e gr o is primarily a republican . If 
your going to say anything about parties ba k twenty thirty , 
fourty and fifty years ago , Negroes were primarily republi -
cans and of course , the richest people and the people who 
could o more for you 
INTERVIEWER : You were saying that in the 192O 1 s and 193O 1 s 
most blacks wee republican . Did the coming of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt change that . 
I ERVIEWEE : You may be right . I think Franklin D. Roosevelt 
was the first democra that I voted for . 
INTERVIEWER : You think , before then , in you mind that most 
of the blacks before that voted republican? 
INTERVIE1i'JEE : I would have a tendency to say yes . Most 
colored people in lunerica were repu licans from the time 
until the end of slavery right up . 
INTERVIEWER : Were bla ks pretty active in voting ? Di many 
of the people in the colored part of ffalo vote like they 
do today? 
INTERVIEWEE : No . They did have voters but no teamworkers . 
Nobody on the corners like you see them today . Nobody calling 
people like when I say 11Hi 1i we just went on and di n ' t _ y any 
attention to anybody . Most of us didn ' t vote because what did 
we care about voting 
That was years ago ; today things are quite different . 
INTERVIEwER : What was so ial life like in those days? What 
di you and Mrs . Nelson do for relaxation and entertainment? 
INTERVIEWEE : My wife is an educated woman . I am not educated . 
I just picksd up a trade like any other me hanic . I piked 
it up the hard way . So there wasn ' t much I coul do . My wife 
was always active . You find wherever she is she ' s a~ways 
very active . She was that way ins hool . She came right 
on out and when she got out , she went into tea hing . She 
taught until I got through with my schooling and we decided 
to get married . She ' s very active and ve y so ia le and 
she ' s edu ated . I ' m not educated ; I just picked up a trade . 
INTERVIEWER : I tnink probably , in this day and age , most 
peoyil.e regard doctors as 
IN RVI~vEE : They might be regarded as so and each man has 
his own idea of education , so I ' ll let it d op at that . 
IN~ERVIEWER : What kind of things di you do for social 
life? Wee you part of any social organizations like the 
Masons or any of that kind oft ing? Did you join any 
social organizations? 
INTE VIEWEE : I joine the Elks , NAACP of course college 
o ganizations classes an things and the AME Church . 
IN RVIEWER : One other category I would like to get into 
within the next few minutes-- now I understand you were one 
of the founders of the black cooperative in Buffalo . 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes , I w s a founder . Now , there is an 
interesting su ject . 
I~TERVIEWER : I would lika to get into it so maybe we should 
start by just talking at liberty about it . Tell us something 
about the organization . 
INTE {VIEWEE : When I came to Buffalo in 1918 and settled 
here why, William Street and Clinton Street was far out for 
Negroes . You would find a mass of Negroes on Exchange 
Street then . That ' s close to the lake where the boys came in 
he e . People came in here off o the lakes . They left here 
on the lakes going to New York and Toronto and places like 
that . It was headquarters . I came through here . That ' s 
what I found when I came the two years t 1 at I spent in the 
East . When I came over in 1918 , when I finished school , I 
ame here and of course went right back on the job working 
on the trains wo king as aw iter . The li its for Negores 
then was around William Street Clinton Street and William 
Street. I don ' t suppose you had 
in Buffalo . You di ' nt have many here . They ha theirlittls enter-
tainment from Exchange Street back up to William Street on 
Michigan and that ' s about it . They had the things that peo-
ple do . A little entertainment gambling houses 7 prostitu-
tion houses !:lurches . Michigan Avenue was right in the 
midst of it there --a little bit out of the reach of ito 
Reverend - - - -~----came here . I used to o to his 
church when I ' d be It was where the YMCA is now. hite people 
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finally gave him enough mon y anj helped him until he built his 
church down on Eagle Street I think it was . And there was 
a summer vacation place where everybody came especially 
youngsters to work . They woul go from here to Deluth New 
York to Washinton , p · ttsburgh Cleveland and a 1 around on 
trains and boats . It was quite an outlet for youngste s to 
get here and try to get work to get a few dollars to get 
back to school . 
INTERVIEWER : What was some o your motivation in organizing 
the cooperative? 
INTERVIEWEE : Now we come to the Cooperate . I came here 
from school in 1918 and started to do all these things I 1 m 
telling you . I found Buffalo had nothing for Negroes . 
thing that Negr oes cou_d be proud of . No jobs no work in 
Buffalo . You had to j ust live here and r un on t he lakes or 
someplace to have an inc me . And there wern • t many Negroes 
herP . That made it quite inconvenient in a way . You could ' n 
get anything . They didn t t have anything . Sometimes it was 
hard to buy anything . You couldn ' t get a job in a store ; 
not even a delivery boy . Back in those days you did more 
delivering by car o No income for Negroes . herefore no 
respect . So you would r un into that kind of thing . '.lhere were 
always in these places newcomers who had social ideas an · 
economic ideas and so forth . The conditions were in such 
ad shape until we baganto notice them . We had to notice 
them ! You couldn ' t get a job in a store a truck boy , bus 
poy, or anything. We bagan to work up a little bit . You 
always have these educators and people who wo uld try to bet -
ter conditions and about 1926 or somewhere in that time I 
had just star t ed my practice . I was working in the Post 
0ffi e - ~ ---------· Along came quite a disastrous 
affair in Lackawanna in which a man left his home in Lacka-
wanna and went to work . The next morning they fou nd all his 
family d ead--Negroe s . We 11 that was t' e first big thing like 
that . There was a man here , I think he came from Tus 
I think his name was Jessie Taylor great big 
- ---~---· Perhaps you heard of him . He belonged to 
Reverend Nash 1 s church I think at that time and he 
turned out to be quite a so ial worker in that way . So he 
went out and raised some money to find out who di this murder . 
They never did find who did it but he had ga hared quite a 
bit of money . Maybe $100 . 00 or $200 . 00 or something like that . 
Well he also was a patient o mine . He was telling me about 
the hing and he was still working on it . At that par.ticular 
time , there was th is pro lem of getting jobs and getting ser-
vices . You couldn ' t go in the store and get decent services . 
Even William Street because there we n •t many Negroes there 
even then . He deci ed he ' d try to break through this line and 
have these white me_chants to give us some jobs and give us 
service . Well , that was along my line . Jessie Taylor ___ _ 
--------------~--teamed up . I never had my mind 
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on what he had his mind on an the way he wanted to do it , but 
we had enou h in common to try to do something . I had this 
consumer cooperative idea in mind for poor people . We were 
poor people then . This fellow Georges . S ott , you perhaps 
remember him . You were young but you remember him . Where 
is he now? He dis appeared . 
IN7ERVIEWER : I ' m not sure he ' s still alive . I r ead a lot 
of thins that he wrote . He may still be alive . 
INTERVIEWEE : Maybe, tut he dropped out when this New York 
paperv,10nt out of New York , I forget the nae of the paper now . 
Well , he travelled all around the country . Sometimes he ' d go 
to Afri a . We had a little organization and got him here . 
I had this constlmer idea in my mind . He also had it in his 
mind and started talking a out it . So we had him come back 
here and make a speech . Jessie Taylor was a leader the • 
He was quite a man but he was a bricklayer . So we had him 
come back and he mentioned this cooperative idea . We had 
him come back another time and talk with us--set it up --how 
it was going to work . Four or five of us started the move -
ment . From there it started growing . It was awful hard . 
You had to be hungry to join it . If you got a ni ckle in your 
pocket and yo u propaganda , I guess you 're not going to have 
anything to do with it . But we were so poor . e got a 
f e w w o m e n c all e d t he Ho us ewi ve s League wind up with 
it and started tho movement aDd that was the beginning of the 
Cooperative Movement . Well , it went on for several years . 
You must be hungry to want to j oin it . Nobody l i ke you or 
I would join it , hardly . You might get somebody who was kind 
of off like I was . I pushed it and pushed it and finally 
t ney tried to go into these places to talk to t hem . Well , 
they couldn ' t talk any sense into their heads , so Jessie 
Taylor was the one who or ganized the housewives . He was one 
of the housewives league persons . He went and gathered all 
these women and a few men . They went down and picketed this~-~ 
store . Its still there . They just took the sin off of it 
about a year ago . It was up around fifty or sixty years 
________________ building . So they went down and 
picke tad . Tuey wanted them to hire some body in the store and give 
them better service in the store . They sent for t he police 
and arrested everyone of them , took them down and fined them 
so much money gave them so many days in Attica or jail ? 
wherever they sent them in those days and put them all in 
jail. fu trnynonkeyed around with t h3m. They did 'nt keep them in jail Jo 
Tuey told them 'go home how . " They didn ' t have to pay the 
fine right now but "You go home . We 1 ll be watching you . " 
"If ever we see you moles ting us inessme n in that community 
again you ' re going to have to serve these sentences and you 
going to also pay the fine . '' They let them off without any -
t ing . They just wanted to scare them off . Well that was a 
little it too much for me . I had this cooperative idea and 
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I said well we ' ll make some jobs for ourselves . We started 
preaching this stuff and we preached it and preached it and 
preached it • and we got not far not far ; and we finally got 
somewhere . We set up a cooperative store and said 11 We don't 
have to beg them for jobs . We ' ll make jobs for ourselves . " 
From that we started this business . We got a few people 
and nickles and dimes a week ---,------,---,-,,_----wou ld 
spend t ese nickles and dimes and would buy them some greens 
on Saturday . You ' d go and eat the greens and go back and 
buy some more . Right there -- that was the idea . So we 
started the Cooperate . We had quite a ro ugh time . We didn ' t 
have any support especially the ministers . Fi ally we got 
it going . 
INTERVIBRER: Did you have a store? 
INTERVIEWEE : Tnat was the idea of course ; make jobs for 
yourselves . That was one of the main things . If they don ' t 
give you any jobs , make jobs for yourselves . White groups 
were getting Negroes into it . T ey were quite hungry . ,hey 
didn ' t get jobs . They couldn ' t ·-----=---------:-~ so 
we started on this making jobs for ourselves , supper ting it rur -
selve s . And that was the idea - - Rossdale Consumer Corporation . 
INTERVIE1.-JER : What was the name of it again? 
INTERVIEWEE : Rossdale Consumer Corporation . Everybody can 
talk cooperation and so forth , but that was a system that 
we thought might succeed if any could because it was really 
a poor man 1 s system . It won ' t go at all or you make it go ! 
We opened our first store , we held our first meeting after 
a year--eighteen months --meeting trying t o get the idea 
into peoples heads to make that kind of sacrifice . I think 
in I ' m not too sure of the dates , but we started t e store 
on the corner of William and Jefferson . Well it was a sure 
-------,------:::----::--and the white peo ple turned out 
to see it . We had it planned pretty good and we did the thing 
that these young people done . I never knew it before but I 
found out you. couldn ' t do it without the churches . You 
couldn ' t do anything . White people wouldn ' t turn you down 
through the churches and they tried to turn that down . We 
outf igured them . We hired those who couldn ' t get jobs . At 
each church -- there were about five or six churches the 
bigger churches--we took a couple of girls ou~ of there and 
opened this store , none of us knowing much about it. All we 
knew is that we didn ' t have much money and we would have to 
e careful . That ' s how the Cooperative started . It worked 
there from 1930 to 1963 . 
INTERVIEWER : That ' s quite a long time . 
INTERVIEWEE : We had let me see , how many places of business . 
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We got to a place and they wouldn ' t rent us anything in the 
neighborhood . We had to try to buy , and instead of trying 
to help like they are doing now for the young people to get 
work and making jobs the rich people lined up and we 
couldn ' t get anywhere . So we bought a place on the corner 
of William and Madison and its still there now , I think--
a brick building . They slammed us for it . They raised 
the price from the price they had on it . We couldn 1 t rent 
any thing . I was de termined-- v..e were getting going pre tty 
good . We was determined to do somethin if we coul • We 
bought it . Well right away , the ank went up on their 
percentage . It went up I think , 1% . Like this old Jew 
was paying 5%- 5½% and they brought it up to 6% on us . 
Well that put us on the fighting end to clear that and we 
went pretty good and got in pretty good shape . Of course 
we got wrangling among ourselves and that second Depression 
came on and we struggled through that . We just couldn ' t keep 
it up . We started at that place and we stayed there about 
six months I think it was ten months we stayed there and 
sometody ren edit out to the man that 
________ the place we sta ted --he was able to rent it 
to sometody else int e community . Then some puwerful 
colored people in the community took it and he ren ted it to 
him . So we went up William Street to around Hickory and 
stayed there for about a year . We couldn 1 t make it up there . 
There were reasons . There was a lack of support and mainly 
an inability to handle busi ess in a business way . We had to 
give that up . We went from ther after about a yea 
________________ we went down on Clinton Street 
on the corner of Clinton and Madison and we stayed there 
until we got lucky enough to build up to get to rent a place 
on Jefferson--325 3- 323 I think 223 ; No 323 Jefferson I 
guess . We did pretty good there . We stayed there for about 
eighteen months or so and then we bought this place on Madi-
son and William . That was t~e only place we could . They 
were riving us out of the community . We couldn ' t rent any-
thing . Everywhere- - they wouldn't rent us anything . We 
bought that place . The old Jew would sell you anythin 6 when 
you ' : breaking your neck getting money- - he sold it to us . 
So that bank put that on it and we held on ro it . We were 
scuffling an scuffling and we held on to it quite a while . 
Well we le t Clinton and Madison and went on Jefferson . We 
stayed there did pretty good ________ ad the 
DBpression was about over then 1929 I think it was in 
there . We did pretty good then . Then we tried to get back 
on William Street and we couldn ' t get anyplace on there . 
That place was aborted and that ' s where we went 
and stayed until 1963 when the Depression was over . People 
were getting jobs ________ • I was no business man . 
All of us were no business people and fighting ~nd fussing and 
kicking and going on we just couldn ' t go any further . Of 
co rse along with it _______ as mu has did was the 
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Credit Union . I brought in the Credit Union there and pretty 
soon way back and we could juggle that . Of course you 
wern 1t suppose to juggle that so when we got ack , the 
Credit Union was chained up then I got a little medal for 
forming the Credit Unuon and making it go . 
INTERVIEWER : Do you remember a out when you formed that? 
Do you remember the name of it? 
INTERVIEWEE : B.C.E. S. Bxffalo Cooperative Society Credit 
Union . We formed that Credit Union in about the 1940 1 s . 
We did so well . I n other words that was when Credit 
Unions were stat i ng to come up . The y were forming them 
all around . They h d a big meeting for us and invited me to 
it . They gave me a -----=------------Credit Union . 
Well that saved us because I remem er in the Credit Union 
you could come in and if you were a meml: er you could mak a loan 
if there vJaS aq; placeyounooded moray arrl use it toh31p keep the stare oi.ng. 
INTERVIEWER : In other words , some of the members of the 
C~operative would orrow money from the Credit Union to keep 
the store going? 
INTERVIEWEE : Well , t he Credit Union is what saved the sto~e 
because everybody wanted money and here was a Credit Union 
that if you couldn ' t join the Credit Union in my organization 
that 1 s one thing that ________________ when they 
came here from Washington to investigate some t hings t e 
Credit Union was investigated and t hey found --I had in my 
plan you could not belong to the Credit Union unless you were 
a mem er of the Cooperative So iety and that 
____ almost got away with it . Some of the memrers brought 
a law suit against us ; we went into court and then , we got 
reported to Washington that the Credit Union was mixed - up in 
it . They came here and found out that I had members around 
here . When money got short I ' d go over to them and have 
them make a loan and pay off the bills and make the business 
go . 
INTERVIEWER : So when the Cooperative be ame fluid and profit -
a le again the Coopera ive gave them back the money? 
INTERVIEWEE : No you don 1 t give it back right away . Do you 
belong to a Credit Union? You know what you've got to do . 
You 1 ve got to sta~t paying that Credit Union in a year or 
six months or whatever it is . You ' ve got to have it paid off . 
So we had to make the money in the store and pay these bills 
off as they came along . That of cour se , is not to be 
publishe • But anyhow when times got better the Cr ed it 
Union got worse . Men were scratching arounj here an:! wanted 
to borrow a little of what you could get from a c0operative 
store when he ' s got plenty of money to go and buy what he 
wanted from the big stores and so forth . So , the Cooperative 
( 
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got in such a condition up there - -the banks , the banks is 
what killed me . They wouldn ' t renew my loan . I 
_ ______ $1300 . 00 and it didn 1 t clear . And I coul n ' t 
get a an -- the rich people _______ _ .,..-_guess the idea 
then . They _____ __________ charge you now but 
they would guess it . So I couldn't meet the bank notes . 
I couldn ' t get the anks to carry a mortgage anymore . In 
other words , teing fair whera everybody was concerned the 
place was running down that 1 s all . It ' s been ten or 
twelve years and there hasn ' t been anything there . The 
place was running down and the bank didn ' t want to invest 
any more money in keeping us going . They were a ainst the 
i ea anyhow . They wern ' t for Negroes going in usiness and 
so fortho So in 1963 we had to close out . 
INTERVIEWER : Jumping back to the 1930 1 s for just a minute --
did the Garvey Movement have much impact in Buffalo? I 
noti ed when you were talking about the Cooperative -- that ' s 
kind o like self- help . That ' s kind of what Garvey was 
talking about . 
INTERVIEWEE : Yes he 1 s self- help alright , but he certainly 
couldn't make it go . Anyway he never could have made that 
go . He was not a financially shrewd man . He was one of my 
motives . I sat in on meetings everytime I was going to New 
York-- twice a week . I was in New York and when he had his 
ig meetings _______ ______ I ' d get in there about 
7 : 00 a¼; night . I saw the last big meeting he had in which 
the ______ _______ from Saint Louis was made Vice -
President or something . That was the end oft e organization 
because the movement got mixed - up then . If I was a histor:an 
he would e the greatest organizer that the Negroes ever had . 
INTERVIEWER : And that 1 s what you wold say about Garvey . 
INTERVIEWEE : And that ' s what I would say about him . 
INTERVIEWER : Did he influence you? 
INTERVIEWEE : I suppose -- I did n I t need mu h influencing 
tecause I was a yo ng man and had been through an awful hard 
life to get whe re I got . I was sc uff l ing . There certainly 
was a problem for Negroes themselves but how he was going 
to solve it- -he was all wrong . It couldn ' t be done that wa¥ . 
It been worse then than it be now . That ' s what the bi 
movement all now is . Their getting Negroes together and 
they ' re going to send them back to Africa in the next ten 
fifteen twenty thirty fourty _____ years . All this 
goodness that you fellows are getting . I ' ll be going on to 
Glory ut I t ink you ' ll get back to Africa . And then you ' ll 
e bi men . After all , that ' s what man wants . The only 
thing I know a out him in history is that he was the greatest 
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organizer of Negroes and getting money out of them than one 
man that I can think . 
INTERVIEWER : Why do you think he was so popular ? Why do you 
think he had that kind of appeal? 
INTERVIEWEE : He was at the root of the protlem- - "Negroes 
we gotta do something, we gotta do something . This fellow 
is taking all advantage of you and you 1 re not getting anywhere . 
You ' re not ge t ting where you want to e . You ' re just working 
here ," and so forth ; ''but we should have some thing . We should 
have it and we ' ll go back to Africa where we belong and be 
somebody-- l e a nation !' He 1 d preach to organizations . 11 If 
you ' ve got to do it you ' ve got to do it with money . " And 
that ' s the first time the Negr oe got out here raising money 
to do what they wanted to do . He ' s the one who led that 
movement . 
INTERVIEWER : Do you think the people in Buffalo generally 
knew much about Garvey? I think you mentioned that that was 
one of t he factors that influenced you in thinking about a 
cooperative- - doing for selves . Do you think he had much 
impact on Buffalo Blacks in general? 
INTERVIEWEE : No . No . His gr eat power was the big city and 
that was New York . That power flowed out all around . I don ' t 
think Garvey ever spoke in Bu falo . I don ' t t hink I ever saw 
him in Bu falo but , of ourse , I was going to New York twice 
a week and when he had those big meetings they were in New 
York . 
INTERVIEWER : What were those meetings like? 
INTERVIEWEE : Well let ' s see now . You ' re old enough to know 
about the Camp Mee tings . 11 Camp Mee t ing took place y the 
colored race way down in Georgia , ' and t ha 1 s what he ' d have . 
I just want you to get a picture . They would have these 
great big tents and halls with thousands and thousands of 
people going there every night . 
INTERVIEWER : Like a Revival? 
INTERVIEl-JEE : Something on that type yes . 
INTERVIEWER : And how long would these go on? 
INTERVIEWEE : He , us ally every ye r nearly woul have his 
big meetings in New York nearly every year I think . That 
was his real headquarters in New York you know . But he had 
such a mistaken idea of what could be dona --wha would e 
done . He knew the Negro Race wanted sometning and was ready 
to do some thing . He would do some thing u ha di n I t know 
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exa tly w at he ought t o 3o . There was no han e o gettinv 
what you or I or ny ther Negro and perhaps it would be 
pretty hard or whites for us to ba k down an t.!'l~::.e Africa . 
You know he had this shiploadso people__ _ _ ___ way to 
go he e to t k Afri . He coulJn 1 t have taken · tall . 
There aren't that many butterflies in Ari a . 
and st1ng him to death . 
INTERVIEWER : You also mentioned that quite Jften the YMCA 
and other people use ~o bring bla ks in he r e to give speeches . 
I~TERVIEWEE : Yes tha was the one thing good about the YMCA . 
I'iTERVIt~tJER~ Who were some of the people that they brought 
in? 
INTERVIEWEE : One that I can speak of is--who is this man 
who ma e ink out of peanuts? 
I~TERVI~WER : George Was ingto n Carver? 
I~TERVIEWEE : George W shington Carver W. E. B. DuBois oh 
that YMCA da~ the best tning in Buffalo for Neg r oes . They 
ha a vary fine man that was tne head of it . He would br ing 
in these outstan ing people to come in and speak . Tha t was 
~ay ba k , years ago • . It ~as a leading light here - and very 
intellectual . He tried his best to get me to turn over and 
let them come in on the Cooperative . It just wouldn I t work- -
couldn I t work . They didn I t have the idea . You •v cot to 
certain i eas . You an ' t bring the ordinary ideas in there 
to work . We hired a man from his place who was working at his 
pl ce . He did pretty well for a few months but he couldn ' t 
go . 
INTERVI R: What are some of the otner activities that; went 
on around there at the YMCA? 
I TERVIEWEE : Everything. He was a man of the communi t yo 
They ' d have all kinds of tnings . We ' d have local meetings 
there for do tors lawyers or housewives --anybody tha t 
wanted to put ona meeting . He was a vary active man and he 
kept live big things comming . He k pt important people comi ng 
here to speak to us and have important tnings take place in 
the YMCA . It was opened to the public . 
I~TERVIEWER = If you have to mention three or fou things in 
your life time that you would like to be remem'tered for that 
you wo~ld like the young generation to remem e~ t hings that 
you think that we might benefit from- -the knowledge and so 
forth t hat you gained over the years --what would some of that 
d~ice _e? _ ":'fuat were some of those events that you recall as 
being significant guidelines in your life? Just imagine you 
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you were speaking in terms of tnin s you would like the next 
genera tion o lacks to remember about the ene ation tha 
yo represented . 
INTERVIEWEE ; Well I ' ll say this afore I say anything else . 
I wo..1ldn' t want anyone to have to come u through the life 
that I c me up tnrou h . I wouldn t want anyone to have to 
do tnat to get anywhere near the top like I trie to get . 
Th t •s about all can say . I an •t lay own an say o tis 
an do that as I id . I di them an things--emer en Jes 
arose -- I made it the est I ould and sometimes I w s lucky . 
Mostly I consi er on the whole I was lucky . I don 't think 
t ha that ' s something th t somebody can tell yo wha to do . 
That ' s somet~ing that circumstances force you to do . 
Il\J'TERVIEWER : Did you know the man that ran the Buffalo Pape~? 
I::'l'.fERVIE IBE : Mer iwea ther? Smitherman? 
INTERVIEWER : Yes . Did you know Mr . Merriweather? 
INTERVT .... WE : Sure I knew Mr . Merriweather . Merriweather took 
me un er his arms in a way . I know the Merriweather family 
well . The c ildrEn used to come out anJ see my wife q ite 
fr eq ently . M . Merriweather was a reat friend of mine ba k 
in t hose d ys . He was a person who had some white friends and 
that ' s a nice thin . He ' d go tot . em . When went into the 
Post O_fice he took me aroun to the Post aster . He was a 
.olitical man . He took me to some white woman on the West 
Side . I never heard of her before and I 1on ' t think I ever 
heard o her sine to know her . He he l ped ~e to et in there. 
I had to et in there by stating in on some oft ose cards 
like any o y if you know anything about it . You get some 
political pu.l I guess but not too mu h . You idn ' t know 
Smi erman did you? 
I TERVIEWER : No . Who 's he 
IN'l'ERVIEWEE : Well he ' s the on that ran the other paper 
here back in those days . 
IN'rERVIEWER : What was the name of that one? 
INTERVIEWEE : The name was Empie Sta~ something like that . 
INTERVIEWER : 1at kind of a man was he? 
INTERVIEWEE : We 1 Smitherman was quite an active man fo 
Buf aloo He belon ed to an organization f or aw ile . He never 
was so very a tive. He never traded . Te ma i n tat was behind 
the organization was trade . Don ' t pu your money here if you ' re 
l 
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not going to tra a . I never got muc h su_port from him u~ 
he ran a paper here and Merriweather ran his paper . Merri-
weather die o They both died . Smitherma n die in Arkan as . 
He came from Oklahoma and things wern 1 t breaking so good . 
He wet back down there and die . ---~---- came from 
Ark ans as . 
